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ABSTRACT

The role of system sirnulation,-encompassing the various features of the missile in system design,

is' brou~t out. Specific issues investigated through the simulation model are highlighted with

supporting ~esults from flight records, wherever possible. The requirement to consider slosh as

'inclined' rather than 'vertical' in situations where the missile is subjected to large lateral accelerations

and orientation changes is brought out. Accentuation of slosh activity in free flight is demonstrated

fro~ both simulation results and flight records. The requirement to consider engine inertia carefully

in rqllloop analysis is highlighted. Results of structural re~ponse when flexural mode is excited are

presented. The effect of quantisation noise in the control system in low dynamic pressure region has

been inv~stigated and compared with flight results. Occurrence of various important events predicted

bY the s~ulation pro9rarnrne in ~ long ~nge mission an.d the actual v.ehicle pe.rform~nce. are compared.

Finally, the \le played by the simulatIon p:ograrnrne In hardware-In-loop simulation IS brought oot.

leNOMENCLATURE

}.. Slosh amplitude along the free surface S
I e

~S' ros Slosh damping coefficient and
I

frequency eJ gp
e Vehi~le orientation in pitch e \1(

e' 'Ye
em Orientati'on of free surface

V x' V y' V z Inertial velocities in body fram,e icg

p,q,r Inertial body rates in 'body frali1e
J

Ixx Roll moment of inertia I. INTRODUCT,ION
I

T Total thrust force System simulation model incorporating details

Op,Orl'°J.2 Engine deflection in pitch and of various subsystems like aerodynamics, flight
deflections in yaw of engine 1 and dynamics, propulsion, control and guidance, and

I engine 2, respectively allbwing for intra-subsystem studies, cause and
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Engine moment of inertia about hinge
point
First moment of inertia of engine about

gimbal point
Moment arm for roll

Errors in pitch and yaw attitudes at start
of closed-loop guidance

Centre of mass measured from gimbal

point
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in providing information on wide ranging issues

like guidance marg in, control'margin, flight event

sequencing, provision of certain bench mark results

for setting up the hybrid simulation test facility,

evaluation -of different guidance and control,
strategies and suitability 'of nominal paths for

guidance of missil'es ary discussed briefly with

results drawn from flight,recprds.
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ANALYSIS OF SLQSH2.

2.1 Slosh or Liquid ProPf"ants

Slosh of liquid p~pe"ants along the free

surface determided predominan,tly by vehicle

forward acceleration and laiax is 'considered. This

reveals smaller slosh activity r compared to the

conventional approach applied in, launch vehicles
where slosh is considered '. normal to the

fore-and-aft axis of the vehicle. The former

approach is termed here as 'inclin~d slosh' and the

latter as 'vertical slosh' .V~rtical,slosh generally

results in much larger slosh amplitudes, causing

un~ue concern regarding the validity of the model,

since, for large amplitudes, the effects of wave

,breaking and fluid rotat~on in the tank wo~ld have

to be considered. The' development of inclined
., I

slosh formulatIon uses Langrangean energy

approachl. Extensive e~perimental dat~ have been

genera~ed for ~ inclined slosh at different tank

orientations, and with and without baffles, to arrive

at !non-dimensional -frequency and damping ratios

at the!e condifions. \
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Figure I. Slosh mass dlsplacement-oxldiser : (a) vertical slosh,

(b) inclined slosh.

0 -"0 100

Digital simulation ( for a surface.:to-surface

vehicle is carr~ed out ih the presence of slosh
,

disturbances, with the option of considering either
,

the vertical slosh or the inclined slosh model. In

vertical slosh, it is explicitly assumed I that slosh

activity is always confined to a plane Qormal to

fore-and-aft axis, whateverf the orientation of the
I

missile is. In the inclined sloshl model, the liquid

surface orientation is computed based on the

average acceleration profile over an i~terval of

time which is s~aller than the characteristic time

associated with ~Iosh. The time interval used here

effect studies on parameter variations and
1

stochastic effects, constitutes one of the most

important aspects of any aerospace vehicle system

development programme. It has a central rol~ to

play in the overall system design, since any

subsystem design proceeds interactively with the

simulation model through various stages till the

evaluation flight tests are completed.

Though the scope and sweep of simulation are

quite large, att~ntion is focused in this paper only

on certain aspects typical of large systems, where

considerations o~ bending and slosh are important.

Results arising from incorporation of features like

inclined slosh, vehicle flexibility, quantisation

effects in navigation system' and engine dynamics

in roll channel are discussed in comparison witp the

results obtainedj from flight r~cords, wherever

possible. The'signal role played by the

six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) simulation model
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/

/

where a~ ' ~ are the components of inertial accele-

ration of point K at which the slosh mass could be

imagined to be attached to the vehicle (Fig. 2).

A Writing the acceleration components as the
.

sum of smooth and transient part~
/

~ = ~(s) + ~(t) (2)

and using them in Eqn ( 1), and noting that for the

free surface which is determined by the smooth

components of acceleration,

a~(s) sin em + ~(s) cos em + 9 cos (9- em) = 0
(3)

}- -
-~--(\ r \ l'~

~---- ~ G'-,,",~ -~
-o~p~ "-'-
~f -~ -

Figure 2. ~rlentatlon or rhe propel1atlt under klosh

The slosh equation, Eqn (I), reduces to

~ + 2~s(1)sA + (I)~A = AO2 -[cos em(~(t»

+ sin em(a~(l» ] (4)

wh~rein the component of transient acceleration

along the free surface becomes ihe driving term for

slosh.. The slosh frequency square, ro~, depends

directly on the cQmponent of vehicle- sensed
acceleration normal to the free ~urface. In free
flight under gravity,1 under condit~ons of very little
aerodynamic drag, the sensed acceleration would

be vanishingly small, and so would be (1)s. The slosh
equation, Eqn (4), therefore, represents a spring
mass damper, wit~ a negligibly small damping
force and spring restraint force, driven by
tangential component of transient acceleration.
This could be expected to result in large slosh
amplitudes. I

is 300 ms. It:is assumed tHat the slosh activity i~ in

that plane dyring this time period. lIt can qe seen

from Fig.l that I the slosh mass displacements lare

much. larger in the vertical slosh model compared
,

to those in ~the inclined slosh model. Except during

the transiehts, slosh mass' displacements are very

small in the inclined slosh model.
I

The slosh activity lis associated with the

trajectdry events. In the case of the particular

vehicle for which this study was carried out, arbund

the start of closed-lpop guidance;, slosh act~vity

begins, followed by t~e slosh activity due to engine

shut off and the consequ~nt shifting of left over fuel

and oxidiser. Gravity turn which starts around the

mid phase of the ~ight also ex~ites slosh. Again, in

the terminal phas~ of the flight, the activity is seen

when the vehicle starts upward and downward

manoeuvres, re,~pecti,!ely.

Simulation studies show such a type of

behaviour for non-thrusting cases in free flight.

Post-flight records for a particular flight indicate a

delay of about 2.1 s in the firing of a set of ullage

motors, thereby resulting in a non-thrusting gravity

flight over this duration. Analysis of flight records

of deflections (Fig. 3) during this period shows

incfeased control activity. This is attributed t,o

increased slosh activity at much reduced slosh

2.2 Slosh Phenomenon i

Slosh phenomenoh, modelled as a spring mass

damper system, indicat~s thatl slosh activity

increases during the non-thrusting phase of free

flight. This can be explained as fpllows:
I I

The equation for slpsh is

I( 2 2 .
/I. + 2~srosA + rosA = Ae 1- 9 COS (e -em) -COS em«<t)

-sin em(a~) (I)
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70
2.3 Effect of Baffles o~ Slosh 'Activity

Baffles are used in prdpellant tanks to mitigate
the slosh activity. The flight records (Figs 4(a&b»
i~dicate reduction in the magnitude of control
demands at appropriate time. It is becau~e, around
this time the propellarit level is at a position where
the ring baffles becom~ effective i~ terms of adding
to the slosh damping. Therefore, the slosh
amplitudes decrease land result in ~maller slosh
forces and ~oments. The preflight data for
damping for I the liquid propellrnt also show an

i,crease around this time, which again is due to the

baff1es. EvFntually, as the pr~pellant gets
cbnsumed, the slosh ~ass also decreases and the
excitation forces and 1 moments due to slosh

decrease.

~ ~

(a)

FLEXURE3.

The simulation model has the! flexural
response of the vehicle t also included in it.

\
Equations for rigid body variables, flexure, slosh

and engine dynami6s are used to dedcribe the

motion. The variables get coupled in the 'equations
1

of motion, whic~ are derived using the Lagrangean

formulation. The rigid body equations have as
,

inputs loads wh'fch. are caused 'by the rigid body

motion: and thel incremental loads caused by the

loca' aerodynami~ angles' due t~'flexurar motion as

well. The modal functions are generat~d by loads

which include rigid body loads a'nd those due to
t

flexural motion, thus causiQg coupling between

(b)

Figure 3. Fin tlp control dcnectlon: (8) pitch, (b) y8w

frequencies. The control deflections increase to 10°
I

in magnitude during this zone. Subsequently, with

the firing of the next set of ullage motors, slosh

frequency increases, and the deflection requir~ment

decrease3.
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Figure 4(b). Engine denection (yaw)

,

rigid body and flexurb variables. Single modes are
I

consideied for bending and slosh.

The lefficacy of the flexure and rigid body

compensators desigqed and built into the control

system is studied Ion the digital s.imulation
.

progr,amme by consideting various critical night

phases. The phase of I flight chosen here for
I.

illustration \s that at the beginning bf aerodjYnamic

control and the parameter chosen is the incremejntal

angle in pitch, ~9. A plot of the fast Fourier
,

transform~tion (FFT) of ~e thken from the

simulation run is shown iri Fig. 5(a). This indicates

the flexural I1ctivity around 25Hz, which is the

bending modJ frequency ;of the vehicle. Also seen

are th~ rigid body responses at low frequencies and

the actuator activity around ,12 Hz. The be~ding

mode activity is caused by the aerodynami,c Ibads,
, ' ,

which try to ,drive, the vehicle to the nominal
.I

trajectory.
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A plot of th.e FFT of L\9 obtained from flight

records is shown'in Fig. 5(b). This also reveals the

actuator and bending activity around frequencies

12 Hz and 25; Hz, as observed above. The rigid

body response 'at lower frequencies ( 1-2 Hz) is not

i!ldicated in the figure. FIgures 5(a) and 5(b) reveal

that the frequenciesl of actuator and bending

activity match only approximately, and the
magnitudes experienced, in I flight , which depend on

the actual loading conditions, arq larger than those
,

predicted.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

FREOUENCY (Hz)

(b)

Figure S. FFT on pitch Incremental angle: (a) simulation,

(b) night.

ENGINE DYNAMICS4.

In the subject vehicle, pitch, yaw and the roll

control are achieved through engine gimballing.
Thrust vector control is employed till the vehicle
gains adequate velocity i.e. dynamic pressure. Due
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This equation is u~ed in the simulation model

while analysil"Jg the ~erformance of the system. By

neglecting the pitch, and: yaw motion and

conside~ing only the roll channel dynamics, this

complex equation reduce$ to an intitutively

appealing equation

where

0 1 = -0 2 =.0r r r

For control sy~tem analysis, after neglecting

the product terms, this equation' reduces toI t

pIxx= TOregp + iSeegp8r

t
and in tran~fer function form to

,

I (s~ + T/(2S-))s2 + T/ (2S )P- = ( ';) S / I ) , , e' 1
O +-egp. e' xx s I

r , ,

It is cl~ar from Ithe above equation that the
,

TWO phenomenon prod\Dces a pair of zeros on the

imaginary axis, emphasising the need for proper

attenuation beyond these frequencifs. The TWD

zero frequency in the case under consideration is

around 35 rad/s. Analysis of the rolllbop including

the TWO zeros failed to reveal the behaviour seen

in. the flight. H<1>wever, a' study or the hybrid

simulation platfurm, by incorpating, the Or term

inferred from an acceleration sensor mounted on

the body oft the engine, gave indications of a1
tendency towards oscillatory behaviour as seen in

the, flight. ~e roll loop pr'oblem was solved by

introducing a comI:tensatirig filter to cut off

firequencies 6e;yond 5 Hz, as' was done in the"pitch

and yaw channels. I

to finite inertia of the engine, engine gimballing
during control produces reaction on the main
vehicle, which is known in the literature as a 'tail
wags dog' (TWO) effect. This phenomenon is
well-documented as far as yaw and pitch channel
control are concerned and the simulation model has
these features embedded ifl it.

The TWO effect produces a pair of zeros on
the imaginary axis. At frequencies beyond the
TWO frequency, signals tend to get amplified.
Absence of proper roll"off can cause control
problems i~ there exist any unmodelled dynamics
beyond these zeros. Failure of the vehicle during
one of the flight tests had p.rompted a more careful
study on the roll channel. Even, the flights prior to
the failure ha~ exhibited a high frequency content,
in roll rate signal which had remained undetected
due to crude sampling. Analysis revealed that the
high frequency content in this channel was
probably due to the TWO effect in the roll channel
and some unmodelled dynamics. The simulation
model was updated to incorporate the TWO effect
in the roll channel. The kinetic energy and potential
energy of the entire vehicle, with the twin-
gimballed engines executing pitch, yaw &nd roll
control, were used in the Lagarangean energy
approach. The second order terms comprising
product ter~s of yaw and pitch deflections and
their derivat\ves were retained in the simulation
model.

In order to get a feel of the involved nature of

the problem, the general moment equation. along X

i.e roll channel in the presence of pitch and yaw
.

motions is given below:

5. ACTUATOR ACTIVITY
I

For the vehicle I under discussion in which

inertial guidance is used, the sensors for navigation

and control are common. As dictated by the better

ac.curacy requirement of the navigation system, the

sensed quantities available are, in general,

M x = plxx + 2(;.+pq)[Se.Xcg+le]Op

-2(q-rp)[Se.Xcg+le](Orl+0rV/2
2 2 .

-2(q -r )[Se.egp](Orl-0r2)/2 + 4pleOpOp

...2
+ 4ple(Orl0rl + or2orV/2 -2qr(eg~me)

+ 21eOp(Orl + orV/2 -21eOp(Orl+0rV/2

-2Seegp(8.rl-8rV/2 + 2rSeegp(Or18rl
..f

-or2orV/2 -2Seop(Vy+rVx-qVJ

-2Se(Vz+pVy-qV x)(~rl+0rV/2

+ Potential energy terms.
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deflection history (simulated and actual flight

records) is made in Fig. 7. The pronounced actuator

activity due to quantisation noise was first

observed in the hardware-in-Ioop simulation

(HILS) riJns and Jwas corroborated by the'digital

simulation runs. This resulted in the provision of

an extra accumulator for the hydraulic actuator.

~AVIGATION SYSTEM6.

Strap-down inertial navigation system uses

incremental angle and incremental velocity

information provided by the Inertial Measurement

Unit. It uses a rotation vector estimation method for

attitude generation. It has different computation

cycles for attitude update, velocity update and

position update, determined based on accuracy, and

computation overheads. To accommodate such

features, the algoritpms inherently make some

approximations and it becomes necessary to

evaluate the performance of suci} algorithms from

the accuracy point of view. The digital simulation

model, incorporating oblate gravitational field and

geometric features arising due to ellipsoidal shape

of the .earth, was used to evaluate the performance

of the t;lavigation algorithm.

incremental velocities J and lincremental angles

which are obtained. by integrating the body

accelerations and ratesl as pulse counts. Since the

pulse counts are reckoned as whole numbe~s, and

integration of body rates and velocities over the

chosen step length could lead to fractional counts,

it implies that the incremental angles and velocities

at the end of each ~tep length occur with what
I

amounts to a quantisation noi.se of less than one

pulse counf. This noise, compared to the signal, is

larger at Idw dynamic pressure regions when body

rates are fmall, i~plyinp that the signal-to-hoise

(SIN) ratio under .those conditions is small. These
I

incremental quan\ities are used by the navigation

algorithm to compute positio*, velocity and

orientation of the vehicle. How~ver, the control

system needs veh'icle acceleration and body rate,

which a~ obtained by extracting the derivativesj
from a least square curve fit to the L\e and L\v

samples. The pr~cess; of differentiation tends to

amplify the quantisation noise. When such a noisy
signal is I used for control, it tends to increase the

actuator abtivity. It i~ more so when the SIN ratio

is small as in the low'dynamic pressure region, and

the feedback and forJ,ard path gains are high.
j I

To show, the dependJnce of actuator rate on the
I I

body rate level, the scale factor on ~e (i.e. L\e per

unit count) hnd L\v is reduced. This resull~ i7 a

larger number bf pulse counts, representing the
I

situation of a large body rate sign~l. Actuator rate

activity is ~hown in Fig. 6(1il) for the nominal scale

factor and in Fig. 6(b) for a scale factor reduced by

a factor of 10. ~ decrease fp the scale factor implies

a redu~tion in quantisatio\) noise, which results in

reduced actuator rate.

Shown in Fig. 8 is the error plot of the

navigation system. The error is defined here as the

difference of trajectories obtained from the actual

navdgation algorithm as employed on the vehicle

and that from 6-DOF simulatiQn programme. The

navigation algorithm has in it various update cycles

for 'incremental angles and velOCities, quaternions,

positions and direction cosine metrices. The body

rates and accelerations were taken through sensor

models. The simulation programme, intended to
j

represent the true position of the missile, vis-a-vis

the navigation systbm-computed position of the

missile, was run with information update at every

computation cycle. The vehicle was guided on t,o

the nominal trajectory using the navigation
I

algorithm information, and 6-DOF simulation

programme trajectory was used for comparison

with that obtained from navigation module. The

error is attributed to the presence of sensor

A rate ex:tractiQn digital filter was suitably

designed, usin g the rdsults of simulation studies, to
I

reduce levels 0( noise and obtain acceptable levels

of actuator rates. Pronounced levels of actuator
I

activity due to' ,he quantisation noise are also

observed in the hctual flight records in the low

dynamic pressure region. A comparison of the
I
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GUIDANCE SCHEME7

Two-ctandidate guidance schemes were
evaluated ~sing the simulation programme. Both
the schemes 'were evaluated in terms of the terminal

,conditions achieved, integral of square of latax, and
the time required to bring the vehicle within a

tunnel of ~Rm around the nominal trajectory from
\ .

the start of guidance. The aerodynamic and other
parameters of the vehicle were perturbed within
reasonable limits and the vehicle was subjected to

different disturbances, such as wind shear and gust.
One of the candidate schemes was chosen for
implementation based on the perfor~ance as seen

on the simulation model. I

1
thc vchiclc, as also pf thc othcr acrodynamic
rarameters. In addition, the' vehicle is statically

stable during .certain phases of night and unstable
during certain others. The challenge posed to the

control system dpsigner to design, an adaptive

autopilot which ~orks satisfactorily for different

target conditions does not need further elaboration.

Different 'con,trol schemes, a~ envisaged by the

autopilotl designer, were evalJated on 6-DOF

simulatiop model to evaluate their performance for

different ranges under 'different parameter
perturbafions and in the presenfe of disturbances.
Based on the stud,Y, feedback 'ras provided to the

designer to enab}el him to artive at a prt\cticu}
de~ign ph,ilosophy which would ensure a stable

controller under all cqnditions. Specifically, gain
schedule laws to deter~ine the control gains as a

function of dynamic pressure andl a technique for

pole placement for the known pl,ant parameters
were evolved interac~ively through the use of the

simulation model. I
t I

The use of gain schedule la~s did not give

satisfactory results even for d fixed range

trajectory.IHence, it was r'ealised that to cover the

targets at different rangcs and heights, a control
1algorithm IWhich uses the I knowledge of the plant

and placesl the closed-loop poles adaptively would

, be the mo~ approptiate way of stabilising the plant

under all peimissible perturbationr. This algorithm,

n~mely, the c~oice of closet! loop poles based on

parameter estimates, ,,;,as e~olve~ and fine-tuned

through extensive simulation.CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN8.
One of the guided vehicles under discussion is

designed to cater to targets in a c~rtain range and
altitude bracket. This results in substantial vehicle

parameter variations from trajectory to ~rajectory.
For instance, the mass variation over a trajectory
may be as high as 50 per cent of the initial mass.
This variation is dependent on the range of the
nominal trajectory, since the unspent fuel is

different for different ranges. Dynamic pressure
varies from 3 KN/m2 to 150 KN/m2, and velocity
from 1 Mach to 4 Mach. Similarly, there are wide
variations in the centre of gravity (CG) position of

r
9. NOMINAL TRAJECTORY

One' of the missile systems under discussion

uses a nominal trajectory following guidance
scheme. It follows a ,nominal trajectory which is

prestored before vehicle'launch. Since the target

could be located anywhere in a certain range and

height brapket, a software package was developed
to generate an appropriate nominal trajectory after

,
launcher and tar~et information is furnished. While

generating the nominal trajectory and the

corresponding gui~artce data set, which are loaded

290
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included in the sensor model in the navigation
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trajectory. It was observed that there is a tendency
for the missile to wander away from the nominal
trajectory even after gathering, when the scaling
factor is large, since only the down range is scaled.

This was seen to be basically due to the use of y
history from the unscaled trajectory. By using the

proper y history from the scaled trajectory, the
departure from the nominal trajectory could be kept
small (Fig. 9). This indicates the need to keep the
scaling factor small. Conversely, the study revealed
that tre spatial grid points, where trajectory
parameter sets were stored, were r~quired to be
kept sufficiently close for certain target conditionsI
to keep the scaling factor close to unity.

0.6
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Oa: 0.4
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w 0.2
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~ 0
<
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~
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w
..J
<1-0.6
o

(/)-0.8
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SCALED TIME

Figure 9. Comparison orguidWtce error with gamma and scl)led

gamma

10. PITCH PROGRAMME SELECTION

For ,long range missions, the initial pitch

programme plays a very significant role in the

overall m'ission performance. Vehicles with high

LID ratios (typically larger than 20) experience

large loads, accentuated by severe wind conditions

with gust and shear, leading to severity of structural

loading. Wind velocities of about 70 mls exist at

altitudes bf 14-16 km, gi ving rise t<> high loads on

the vehicle. Extensi~e simulation stutlies have been
..-

carried out to arrive at an optimum pitch

programme for the problem in hand keeping in
I

view the overall vehicle performance like
..I. ..

guIdancelcontrol margIn, stagf separatIon

dynamics, etc. For the pitch programme chosen,

comparison of preflight predicted va\ues of various

dynamic parameters with the postflight records

shows a close match, clearly indicating thereby the

fidelity of the simulation model (Table I). The

parameters chosen for comparison pertain to

control switchover, stage separation and thrust

termination.

on the vehicle prior to Launch, the scheme takes into

account the terminal conditions necessary for

proper functioning of tpe ~arhead. The terminal
I

conditions depend on the type of warhead and also

on the vehi~le capabilities. It is necessary to

evaluate the nominal trajectory g~nerated by thi~

software for I differeQt ranges and heights of the

target before accepting the software for field ~se.
t

The nominal t~ajectories we~e thoroughly

evaluated through the simulation m9del to ensure
that the vehicle is .in a position ~o follow the
generated npminal trajectory under all parameter

perturbatioqs and that it meets the terminal and

inflight constraints. For ~his e~aluation, 200-300

nominal trajectories we~e generated and each

trajectory \'(as separately' evaluated by perturbing

the vehicle p,arameters. The process of developing

the software for nominal trajectory generation was
,

carried out interactivel~ in conjunction with the
simulation model. I

The guidaqce scheme 'i" based on the stored

nominal trajec\ory which is generat,d prior to'

launch, based on launcher and target posiiion,

information. Durink nominal trajectorr generation

(by int~rpolating from a set of paraqleters), it is

unlikely that tre designer wou~d be abl~ to generate

a trajectory which exactly spans the launcher-tnrget

dislunce. To li!vt:rcoll1t: Illli~ prol>It:III, lll~

interpolated trhjectory i* scaled in range

I\ppropril\tcJy hcforc JOII(liilg Olt tl1c vcl1iclc.

However, the y history is used f~om the unscaled

11. STAGE SEPARATION
I

StIlgC ~CI)II..I'li()JJ. IIJIOtll~.. illl~()..tIlJlt ~VCllt ill

lollg range missions, poses severe problems in

tcnnN (}f colltr(}1 IIvIlilllhility, IIriNil1g dllC to high
I

disturbance torques, if initiated in regions of high
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Table I. Colnparl~on or oblerved alMI precllctrd Pllrll111rlera III

dlrrer,nt events

Tllllle 2. CompArilon :or predicted ~Ime and actulll tllne ror

vArious events

Event 1 Predicted Back-jlp Aclllal niahl

lll11e (8) tl111e (8) I I III e (S)

TI Tl+2.02 Tl+O.81I

Hvcll'
r

1-:lil!hl r'r('(licl('(1

recorded (based on simula.

(telemetered) tion re~lts) SITVC switch
over to FTC

Inertial velocity (m/s)

T 2+'.88'Tank pre~surisation
command

T2 T 2+2.38
FfC switchover VI

V2

VI + 6.5

V2 -6.50.2 9 sensing prior
to stage separation

First stage

separation

Stage separation ~3
command ,

Closure-of-guidance T4

loop

Thrust termination T s

command

T3+1.85

V3 v 3 -7.0

T4+0.78

V4 V4 -2.3Thrust tennination
j TS+l.22

Body rates (deg/s)

Stage separati0n
variations. It has beeJ thel basic tool in the design

process to proJide valuable inputs,l to the control

designer to fine-tune the controlle; to ensure that
,

no excessire control activity exists anywhere in the

flight regime.!

3.5

2.0

0.8

8.0

2.0

2.0

q

Attitude errors (deg)

Start of closed-loop

guidance

I
I

13. EVENT SEQQENCING
.I

pitch 5

2

2

2 The onboard computer (O~C) is the prime
,

decision-making authority ~n a flight vehicle. A

number of decisions based on time or events dictate

the trajectory of the vehicle. Under off-nominal

conditions (i.e. thrust' variations, aerodynamic

parameter variations, etc.), critical events like
.
'control switchover from one mode to another,

onboard tank pressurisation, stage. separation,

closure of guidance loop, thrust termination,

among several others, could occur at instants of

time wide\y different from the nominal values of
time. I Proper mission sequencing becomes

I
mandatory to e~sure that the OBC issues the

commands appro~riately. The simulation

programme has 1\Ieen used extensively under
1

different parameter variations to generate the
,

in-night event sequence, in addition to the back-up

logic in the event of non-o?currence of some of the

events. A comparison of the,time of occurrence of
f

various events as recorded during the flight, with

yaw

dynamic pressure. The simulation programme was

used as an effective tool to study the control

availability for safe stage separation, and a proper

separation logic was arrived at, The dynamic

pressure observed in flight was close to the

predicted value of 0.03 atmosphere. The \body rate

comparison at separation is also included in

Table I.

12. CONTROL MARGJNS

Different control systems, such as secondary

injection thrust vector control (SITVC), fintip

control (FfC), thrust vector control (TVC),

reaction control (RCS) are provided to ensure

adequate control from liftoff till reentry into the

atmosphere. The simulation programme has been

employed to study the control adequacy (margins)

for long range mission~ under various parameter
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the predicted values (Table 2). indicates a close

match.

performance. The digital programme also serves to
I

provide information on whether some of the
hardware would be called upon to perform at their
extreme performance limits (like gimbal limits,
etc.) during the course of the trajectory. Ig.noring
this support role provided by the digital simulation
programme could lead to loss of fidelity of the
HILS programme or could cause extensive damage
to the hardware when used in the AILS runs.

J
14. GUIDANCE MARGIN

,
For long range missions, the exo-atmospheric

trajectory constitutes more t~an half the total flight

duration. The desired range is achieved by injecting

the payload with a suitablb combination of velocity
and flight path angle. These qqantities vary for

different ranges. The thrust ~utoff is achieved by

the cross product steering-based explicit guidance

scheme. This scheme ens~res that at cutoff, the

residual velocity to be gaillled is acceptably small.'

One of the points of 'concern here is the adequacy

of guidance margin or propulsion reserve at cutoff,

which are influenced primarily by thrust variation,'

drag variation and mass ~ariation. The designer
aims at a certain margin based on the simulation
runs. The vehicle was tlesigned to have a margin of

3 s under nominal condition. The margin was abo\,lt

5 per cent of,this value under extreme perturbation

conditions. One (!)f the important points which

emerges fro"l the simulation runs is that, based on

the guidanlce margin inforlPation, range

enhancemen~ could I be attempted lor propell;int
loading could be readjust~d to achieve a given

I I
range. I I

16. CONCLUSION

The brief discussion presented in the paper

covering various aspects of the flight vehicle

demonstrates the requirement for a good simulation

mode~ for use in design and to make performance

predictions. Furthermore, the numerical results

presented. through jfigures and tables reveal a

reasonably good match which is a requirement forj
the model to be used as a designer's tool.

The subsystem design, encompassing features
like slo!sh, flexure, etc. is carried out by the
designer. and tested at some critical operating
conditions taken from flight envelope. To test these
under representative dynamic conditions,
simulation on a model is a must. A reasonably good
closeness' of the modei predicted and flight results
serve.s to enhance the confidence of the designer in

.,
the fidelity of the n;1odel.

The model was used extensively to evaluate

the performance of thej navigation, guidance and

control systems. It assisted in arriving at suitable

locations for the slosh suppression baffles, and an

extra accumulator for the hydrauliclsystem (which

were borne out by the flight) and \n arriving at a

suitable guidance scheme, nominal trajectory

generation scheme, pitch programme and guidance

margin. It is hoped that the foregoing discussion

and the results presented demonstrate the role of

the simulation model as a useful tool in the hands

or II (lc1iigllcr.

15. HARDWARE-IN-LOOP SIM(JLATION
I

HILS ds a very important activity for the

success of a mission. Expensive hardware (electric,

pneumatic,l hydraulic actuators~ used for different

control systems gek te~ted with the OBC and

sensors in loop, with I the actual flight event

sequencint. This activity ensures that the

performanc~ of the vehicle meets all the mission

requirements. ;
I

Prior to this activitt, it is essential to vflidate
the real-time simulation prpgramme jused in HILS

with an allidigital beqchmark trajectory

programme that incorporates t~e various

comp\ltalion ro\llines (\nd dnla formats (\S wO\I141 he

used in the hyhrid ~im\llation component of IhJ
HILS setup. The digital simulation' programme

serves here ar a truth model to valid.te the bench

mark hybrid programme an(l in turn the HILS

programme in terms of complete missile
I I,
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